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Introduction

Imagine this: You wake up one morning, roll out of bed, and turn on your radio to hear the mornin
drive-to-work show as you get ready to go to the office. Mike, Harold, and Samantha are goin
through their usual banter when the news announcer breaks in: “This just in,” he says. “We’re gettin
word that Clinksburg Mayor Tom Whitfield has been arrested as an accessory to murder. There are n
further details at this time, but we’ll be back with more on this breaking story when we have ne
information.”
The show returns to Mike, Harold, and Samantha, who instantly jump on this breaking story b
cracking jokes about Whitfield, the mayor of Clinksburg, who was elected two years ago on
campaign of toughness on crime. You wonder how the very man you voted for could have been buste
for such a serious offense, even though you’re not really sure what the crime actually is.
After dressing, you turn on your laptop and go to the Clinksburg Chronicle homepage. Sure enoug
under the “breaking news” section is an article accompanied by an unrelated photo of Mayo
Whitfield at a recent event. It offers several new details beyond the original bulletin without citin
any sources. “Mayor Whitfield Arrested in Murder Cover-Up” reads the headline in bold, followed b
the lead: “Clinksburg Mayor Tom Whitfield has been arrested and charged as an accessory to murde
The mayor was taken into custody this morning at his home in suburban Clinksburg.” You want t
know more, but you really need to leave for work.
You pull out of your driveway and quickly tune to the local radio news station. You learn that Mayo
Whitfield’s wife is the one actually accused of murder. The report adds that the mayor found out abo
the crime and tried to hide it, but again no further details are given.
You soon arrive at work, where the story is already the talk of the office. Everyone is generally a
surprised as you are, but no one ever stops to question where the accusations are coming from, despi
the lack of details and attributions. What’s more, the story so far has been devoid of images, with n
news conferences, video, or photos of the mayor or his wife being led away in handcuffs, or anyon
making statements. It’s all been text on the page and announcers stating facts with no sources.
You check the Chronicle and several other web sites throughout the morning for updates, and a
also in regular touch with friends and close colleagues via e-mail and instant messaging to stay on to
of the story. You have a few more details by lunchtime, but you’re no longer sure what is coming fro
where and how reliable the sources are. According to various reports you’ve received, the mayor
wife fell out with one of her business associates, an unnamed Kenyan man, whom she is no
suspected of having killed. There are still no names of accusers behind the allegations, but th
Chronicle is now saying that Mayor Whitfield was believed to have known about the murder just
few days after it occurred but failed to go to the police.
Minor details trickle in through the rest of the day. Oddly enough, there are no comments from th
mayor or any member of his staff, from the district attorney, or from anyone else, for that matte
After work, you skip the usual drink with your colleagues and drive straight home to catch the evenin
news on TV.
The mayor’s arrest is at the top of the broadcast, and by now the report is probably as close
complete as it’s going to get today. The announcer rehashes the details you’ve already heard, with ye
another old photo of Whitfield. She says the mayor was arrested at about six-thirty this morning at h
suburban home, and is being charged as an accessory to murder. He reportedly learned about the crim

committed by his wife a couple of days after the Kenyan man died in a mysterious auto accident. B
he failed to go to the police for at least the next week, leading to his arrest this morning.
The whole story has a certain strangeness—not so much the actual facts, but the lack of attributio
You expected the usual multimedia circus, which should have included TV footage and photos of th
mayor and possibly his wife being led away in handcuffs from their home, press conferences by h
lawyer and the district attorney, and possibly even written statements from the family of the Kenya
man. Instead, all the reports and images have a kind of flatness to them.
The next morning, the newspapers mostly rehash accounts from the previous day. On your way t
the kitchen you notice someone has slipped a manila envelope under your front door with the word
“strictly confidential” written in heavy black marker on the front. Upon opening it, at the top left o
the document inside you see “Official, Final Version,” and below that “For Immediate Release.” The
two lines down, at the center of the page, comes the headline: “Clinksburg Mayor Tom Whitfiel
Guilty of Murder Cover-Up.” As you read down the page you realize that the document you are no
holding is the sole source of information for all the facts you heard yesterday, containing everythin
from the auto accident that killed the Kenyan man to the fact that the mayor knew about his wife
involvement in the case for at least two weeks without going to the police. Nowhere on the sheet
there any indication of who is accusing the mayor, what evidence there is against him, where he
now, or how he or anyone else in the case has responded to the allegations. And yet, he was arreste
anyway—and the media reported it all as if it were fact without noting any sources.
Welcome to news reporting as experienced in China. While the following story may sound strang
it closely mirrors a case that captivated much of China in the spring of 2012. That case saw a form
Communist Party high-flier named Bo Xilai arrested for serious breach of discipline after his wi
allegedly had a British business associate murdered when their relationship soured. No storie
appeared in the Chinese media for several weeks after Bo’s disappearance from public view, despit
widespread rumors. When the media finally reported on the matter, all stories came from a sing
source: the official Xinhua News Agency, with editors and reporters throughout the countr
understanding that this was the truth of the matter as decided by the highest ranks of the Communi
Party.
The following pages will explore how the Party has used its tight control of the media over the pa
six decades to publicize news and win over public opinion for its agenda, first for building a sociali
state and later for its current plan to build a market-oriented economy with “Chinese characteristics
They will also explore how that media message gets cast, by examining the vast bureaucracy that new
stories must pass through before being published to make sure they conform to the message of th
day.
There is one overriding theme that holds just as true today as it did in 1949 when the People
Republic of China was founded: On major issues, the Chinese media speak with a single voice, whic
is that of the Communist Party. Any semblance of many voices created by the nation’s wide an
varied range of newspapers and TV and radio stations is mostly an illusion. Yet at the same time, thi
book will also explore how China’s media are far from a stagnant force and have undergone a stead
process of change over the years. Perhaps nowhere is that change more apparent than in the curre
era, when the Party is having to rethink its approach in response to the rapid rise of the Internet, whic
now allows millions of Chinese to voice their views on current events alongside official versions
the state-owned media.
In the course of my survey, I will examine several major events and how the Chinese media reporte

on them, from the 1950–1953 Korean War, to the Tiananmen Square crackdown of 1989, to the 200
Beijing Olympics. In exploring these events, my purpose is not to critique how closely Chinese med
accounts conformed to reality, but rather to provide some insight into why the Chinese media reporte
on those events the way they did, and what their approach said about the Communist Party’s agenda
the time. At the same time, I also hope to show how the government has modified its approach ove
the years in response to new proprieties and challenges of the times.
After more than a decade of working as a reporter in China, I find the Chinese media especial
fascinating for their remarkable focus and ability to stay on message. In many ways, my interest
this subject dates back to a project in my graduate school days when we were asked to compa
newspaper accounts of a historical event with later accounts in history books. My fascination with th
idea of journalists and newspapers as the first recorders of history quickly grew, and was one of th
reasons I became a reporter.
A key misconception among Westerners about the Chinese media is their assumption that, as wit
Western media, the ultimate goal is to report a story as objectively and truthfully as possible. Wherea
the Western media are interested in presenting developments as they appear to reporters on th
ground, China, through its media, is more interested in reporting a version of the truth that it wants i
own people to believe, a sort of idealized image of itself.
From the Western perspective, the depiction of events in the Chinese media is often considere
highly flawed—painting an overly simplistic view of the world where everything is black and whit
white if the matter is in line with Party objectives and priorities, and black if it is not. From th
Communist Party’s perspective, this all makes perfect sense. To quote Party doctrine, the media ar
simply the “Voice of the Party.”

Chapter 1
The Agenda
Telling the Party’s Story

Locals read Chinese newspapers displayed on a public notice board in central Beijing March 23, 2011
The practice of displaying newspapers on public bulletin boards for all to read dates back to the
earliest days of the founding of the People’s Republic of China in 1949.
Photo Credit: Reuters/OTHK

A helpful metaphor to understand the world as depicted by China’s media is the classic famil
portrait. This highly choreographed photo has mother and father at the center surrounded by their son
and daughters, everyone cheerful and smiling. Nowhere is there any sign of the many conflicts th
most such families have, from minor issues like everyday fights between siblings to deep
resentments due to different priorities. All of those negative elements have been left out of th
portrait, even though they exist and are very real factors for everyone within.
As head of the Chinese “family,” the Communist Party uses China’s media to show the world
harmonious place—one where farmers and factory workers smile and whistle while they work, whe
scientific and economic achievements abound, and where the Party is a source of comfort an
assistance in times of trouble. Seldom is there mention of the constant power struggles taking plac
behind the scenes, or of smaller embarrassments like the naming in 2010 of a jailed dissident a
China’s first Nobel Peace Prize winner, to say nothing of major screw-ups like the Great Lea
Forward—an agricultural fiasco of the 1950s that saw as many as 40 million people die of starvatio
during one of Mao’s many disastrous initiatives under the country’s centrally planned economy.

China’s media are a sort of window on the soul of the Communist Party. They present the Party’
message of the day, its broader agenda, and information on how it aims to achieve its goals. They als
contain messages—some straightforward and others more veiled—of what is and is not acceptabl
and what happens to those who make trouble. Equally important is what’s not reported, be it an eve
that’s considered taboo or an official who has fallen out of favor. By understanding China’s media
and how and what they choose to report, one can start to understand not only the Communist Party
agenda, but also its hopes and insecurities, what it sees as its accomplishments and shortcomings, an
how it plans to lead the world’s most populous nation and second-largest economy through the 21
century en route to becoming the next global superpower.
The mandate of China’s media is to tell China and the world about the Communist Party’s agend
While that agenda has changed over time, several major themes and tools in the media’s tool kit hav
remained surprisingly constant in the more than six decades since the Communist Party founded th
People’s Republic of China in 1949. These include such tactics as emphasis on the actions of Part
leaders, and a focus on positive news and achievements, all aimed at raising the government’s prestig
and legitimacy in the eyes of the Chinese people.
While most reports they carry tend to have an element of truth at their center, the Chinese med
have never worried about massaging that truth to make it better fit the government’s agenda.
poignant example occurred in 2003, when Yang Liwei became China’s first man in space. Millions o
Chinese watched on China Central Television, the country’s largest broadcaster and one of the Party’
main mouthpieces, as the Shenzhou 5 capsule blasted off on October 15 for the historic mission, a
China became only the third country in the world to send a man into space. Later reports suggeste
that broadcast of the launch, which was billed as live, was actually delayed by several minutes to giv
officials time to disrupt the program in the event of any disaster or unforeseen problems.
While that precaution proved unnecessary, excessive G-forces on the capsule’s reentry cause
Yang’s lip to split and start bleeding, leaving his face covered with blood when the hatch was opene
with cameras rolling outside. Officials quickly determined that such an image wasn’t the triumpha
one that they wanted the world to see. So they quickly cleaned up the blood, sent Yang back into th
capsule, and had him reemerge for a second, more befitting “first time,” flashing a victory sign to th
delight of proud Chinese viewers. This “touchup” of the truth came to light only many years lat
when an official from Xinhua, China’s official news agency, told the story to a group of journalism
students to illustrate when prettying up the truth was necessary to make sure the public got the rig
message.
Stories incapable of such “touching up” because they simply have no positive side are often ju
excluded from media coverage altogether. Such selective “editing” of entire events from the recor
books was more common in the 1950s and 1960s, when China was still a closed society and mo
media worked hand in hand with local propaganda departments. One old-time reporter I talked
recalled one such instance of selective “non-reporting” during the Cultural Revolution, the 1966–197
mass movement that saw Mao throw China into chaos as he tried to rekindle the nation’s Communi
revolution and attack his critics.
In one of Mao’s campaigns at the time, the nation’s communes were called upon to introduce doubl
planting seasons to increase yields. But as was often the case with many of Mao’s campaigns, this on
had no scientific foundation, and many regions where the growing season was simply too short for tw
plantings saw their net harvests dive from previous levels, leaving many hungry.
The reporter, working in a rural radio station at the time, wrote an article implicitly criticizing th

policy based on his observations at many of the surrounding communes he had visited. He mailed th
piece to his provincial newspaper and the People’s Daily , the official Communist Party newspape
without informing his editor. Such unsolicited submissions from rurally based reporters were commo
at the time, as even the biggest publications lacked the resources to do much reporting outside the
immediate home bases. The People’s Daily editors were less than pleased to receive the editorial, an
informed the reporter’s provincial propaganda department. Not only did the article never see the lig
of day, but the reporter’s hometown police department issued a warrant for his arrest. Throughout th
crisis, the media carried no reports about the policy’s disastrous fallout, opting instead for locall
written accounts singing the praises of its wisdom and effectiveness.
A more recent example came in 2010 when Liu Shaobo, an outspoken critic of the Communist Part
and author of an open doctrine calling for democracy in China, won the Nobel Peace Prize. Despi
frequent denunciations of the award by Chinese officials, whose remarks were meant for foreig
consumption, the matter received little or no mention in domestic Chinese-language publications. On
reporter I spoke with remarked that the more daring newspapers today will often take chances an
write about controversial news where an official line has yet to be firmly established, reflecting th
central government’s loosening oversight on less-sensitive issues in recent years. But in Liu’s case, h
said, there was no gray area whatsoever: The news was not to be reported, and the media acted as
the event had simply never happened.
Another reporter noted that Liu’s name was absent from the Chinese media throughout the entir
nominating and selection process. There were no veiled threats in the media when it was wide
believed that Liu was a front-runner for the prize, and no condemnations when he received the awar
The reporter speculated, based on previous experience, that while many in the media were probab
aware of developments by word of mouth, Communist Party propaganda officials had most like
talked to top editors in advance, a common practice in today’s China, and instructed them not to prin
any news on Liu, as if the matter didn’t exist. Reflecting a cynicism held by many Chinese reporters
the current climate due to limits on what they can report, he added that if a top Chinese government o
Party official had received the prize, it would have been the leading news item in all the domest
media for at least several days.
The occasional maverick newspaper that does try to carry reports out of line with the official agend
can face major consequences, as I learned from one reporter whose newspaper dared to publish suc
an article.
It was 2002, and the reporter had interviewed Li Rui, a former secretary of Mao Zedong, on th
sidelines of the National People’s Congress, China’s annual gathering of top government, busines
and social leaders in Beijing. Negative news during this period is strictly prohibited. Rather, durin
the many policy speeches, press conferences, and photo opportunities open to reporters, the focus is o
government achievements over the past year and on the agenda for the year ahead.
Li, who was around 85 at the time, used the interview to call for political reform—a topic strict
forbidden by the economically liberal but politically conservative Communist Party. During th
interview an outspoken Li spoke critically not only of the current administration, but also of h
former boss, Mao, and Deng Xiaoping, architect of China’s economic reform. Despite the sensitiv
nature of the topic, the reporter’s paper went ahead and published an article. One month later, th
paper was shut down. The Li article was perhaps the final straw for the paper, which had angere
propaganda officials with a steady stream of investigative-style profiles of Party officials that we
beyond the usual puffery and tried to present their subjects as real people with strengths an

weaknesses.
Specific agenda items have come and gone over the years, but one thing has remained constant: Th
Party is always front-page news. A quick look at any established Chinese newspaper, from the bigges
city dailies to the smallest provincial papers, quickly reveals a surprisingly uniform set of images an
stories across the spectrum on any given day. A closer examination of many of these papers furthe
reveals that most of their top stories are identical, taken directly from Xinhua reports featuring th
latest comings and goings of top officials and accompanying photos. Even articles from day to da
start to look the same, describing which meetings top leaders attended, whom they met, what wa
discussed, and even the occasional text of a speech, all accompanied by photos of handshakes, peop
at meetings, welcoming banquets, and so forth.
China watchers take delight in “reading the tea leaves” by observing front pages of domest
newspapers, noting who is in and out of favor by looking at the order of names in articles and wh
appears in stories at the top of the front page, who appears at the bottom, and who doesn’t appear
all. The average Chinese often simply skips these front-page stories and goes straight to the insid
pages where more conventional news is placed. One reporter told me that monikers used for to
leaders in their obituaries are particularly revealing, reflecting the current state of politics as much a
the stature of the person who died. The most important leaders are remembered as “Gre
Revolutionaries of the Classless Society.” Next down the pecking order are “Loyal Communi
Warriors,” followed by “Outstanding Revolutionaries of the Classless Society.” Past leaders who hav
fallen out of favor often get no moniker at all, and their deaths may be carried as simple four- or fiv
line announcements with few or no details beyond the fact that they died.
One reporter at a provincial newspaper told me that the rules at his paper were quite straightforwar
The front page was reserved for the province’s two top officials—the governor and the Part
secretary. As a general rule, no other government official could appear as the lead of page one, h
said. To fill so much space with the comings and goings of just two people, the newspaper had
dedicated team of about a half-dozen reporters who, each evening, would receive the two men
schedules for the next day, and then follow them around and take copious notes on all of the
meetings and events.
I got an interesting taste of this mindset while teaching journalism at one of Shanghai’s to
universities. For one of their weekly assignments, I asked my students to write about an emergenc
meeting of the United Nations Security Council after Israel had attacked a flotilla of Turkish ship
carrying aid supplies to the Gaza Strip in 2010. To my surprise, quite a few of my students’ paper
came back with simple leads that said “The United Nations Security Council met after Israel attacke
a flotilla of Turkish aid ships.” Nowhere was there any mention of what action the Security Counc
took—just the fact that they met. I explained to the class that what happened at the meeting was th
news, and not the meeting itself. In response, one of the bolder students raised her hand and quiet
pointed out that in the Chinese media it is just the opposite: The fact of the meeting and details lik
who attended are always the news, and substance is strictly secondary.
The Party’s iron grip over the nation’s front pages has persisted to this day and is still evident i
most media, which are nearly all state-owned at some level. But at the same time, the Party, as part o
its move toward a more market-oriented economy, has also encouraged the media to sink or swim o
their own, cutting off most of the government funding they received in the past and making them re
on advertising and other market-oriented revenue sources to fund their operations. This shift ha
produced an interesting new dichotomy over the past decade between official Party newspapers, whic

still rely on the state for much of their funding, and a new generation of newspapers and magazine
carrying more consumer-friendly fare.
Such a split actually dates back as far as the 1950s and early 1960s, when most papers we
categorized as either Party papers, such as the People’s Daily in Beijing and Liberation Daily
Shanghai, which devoted most of their ink to the latest Party news, or more commercial populi
papers, such as Shanghai’s Wenhui Bao , which had its roots as a real commercial paper in pr
Communist China. The Party papers, most of them formed around or after 1949, got a big chunk o
their news directly from Xinhua, China’s official news agency, whose stories were the closest thing t
official Party news releases. The populist papers were separate from these official Party mouthpiece
and usually contained more features and locally based reporting.
The more consumer-oriented papers were largely forced to toe the Party line for much of the 1960
and 1970s, during the Cultural Revolution, but have gravitated back to their commercial roots in th
current Reform era. In addition, a new generation of consumer-oriented papers has sprung up since th
1990s, many founded by the older stalwart publications but quickly supplanting their parent papers
become bigger breadwinners. This new generation of more commercial papers, while still avoidin
taboo subjects like Tibetan and Taiwanese independence, look more like Western newspapers
carrying a wide array of articles on sports and entertainment, local news, and healthy doses o
international stories on subjects that are less politically sensitive in China. Even the stalwarts hav
joined the populist movement, devoting their front pages to Party politics but then leaving the rest o
the paper for more popular material. Many Chinese will say that anyone who buys one of these pape
won’t even bother looking at the front page, but instead will skip straight to the inside for mo
interesting fare.

Tool for Social Stability

The media’s function as a tool for social stability has been another major theme over the past 3
years, especially in the current Reform era, when massive changes have drastically altered millions o
lives in a very short time with the elimination of many socialist-era safety nets. Top officials can b
quite frank on this topic. One top Chinese official in Hong Kong, Hao Tiechuan, caused a commotio
in 2010 when he told a local association of journalists that maintaining social order was one of th
Chinese media’s main roles in society. Regular readers of Chinese newspapers and magazines will b
quick to note they seldom carry reports of unrest of any kind, be it labor unrest due to low or unpa
wages, or protests over cronyism and corrupt local officials. Such reports, so the thinking goes, cou
incite others to take similar action. On the other hand, reports detailing the arrest of local officials fo
corruption or the settlement of a labor dispute are much more common, showing readers that the
grievances are being heard without the threat of social upheaval.
I got a first hand look at this phenomenon while working in the Hong Kong bureau of Reuters in th
spring of 2010 when a series of strikes broke out in the affluent Pearl River Delta, home to many o
China’s biggest exporters. The unrest began with a series of suicides at one major Taiwanese-ru
complex, as despondent young workers took their lives after working long hours for low pay, often i
isolation designed to keep productivity high. The unrest later spread to Japanese-invested factorie
making parts for big automakers like Honda and Toyota, with workers going on strike over low pa
and long working hours.
Chinese media are sometimes allowed to report such problems if they occur at foreign-owne

factories, and many wholeheartedly jumped on the bandwagon by sending their own reporters to cov
the first wave of suicides. They later flocked to the auto parts makers to cover the latest development
But several weeks into both cases, the government clearly started to worry that all the reports we
having a contagious effect, leading more unhappy workers to consider the possibility of staging the
own strikes. Concern over this potential for growing unrest resulted in a crackdown that saw th
number of reports drop off sharply and in some papers disappear completely. Reporters at thos
papers later said that propaganda officials banned them from writing their own reports, and that on
the official reports from Xinhua, which were often brief and thin on details, could be carried on eith
subject. One reporter at a newspaper in the region later told me that reporters are general
conditioned to be careful when reporting on matters that can influence public order or create soci
instability, or to simply avoid such topics altogether.
Another reporter commented that strikes are a sensitive matter in China, as are suicides, and that a
understanding exists between propaganda officials and journalists to generally avoid reporting on suc
matters or to exercise caution when doing so.
More progressive publications print stories on labor unrest and other social problems at their peri
as they run the risk of being severely censured or even closed down by having their licenses revoked
they upset the wrong people. A textbook example is a case involving a progressive publication in th
southern city of Guangzhou that ran a story about an out-of-towner waiting to have a grievance hear
who died of a suspected police beating while in custody. That article exposed an underground system
of informal detention centers in many of China’s major cities used to confine “undesirables.” Suc
centers, while not officially authorized, had become a useful tool for local police to deal with larg
numbers of similar petitioners who often came from the countryside to lodge protests on anythin
from local corruption to dissatisfaction over terms of compensation for confiscated land, and wh
loitered around without any real hope of having their grievances heard. The story caused an upro
when published, and led to calls for reform—clearly one of the newspaper’s goals in printing it. It als
resulted in the detention and later arrest of three of the newspaper group’s top officials.
Others run a similar risk. One reporter I interviewed from another progressive publication told m
of an instance in 2005 when farmers in the central province of Hebei clashed with a local steel factor
that wanted their land in order to expand its operations. The farmers were resisting the loc
government’s attempt to confiscate the land, and so the publication sent several reporters to cover th
conflict. On learning that reporters were talking to the farmers, local police went to the scene an
roughed up the reporters, seizing their notes and film. The publication’s headquarters later got a ca
from propaganda officials informing them they didn’t have the authority to report on the matte
Despite that warning, they went ahead and published a story on the conflict, complete with photo
smuggled from the scene, leading to the resignation of the head of the township’s news an
propaganda department.
While such news with the power to fan discontent is clearly off limits, just the opposite is true fo
“happy news,” which is always welcome and has been a staple of the Communist Party’s med
agenda, especially in the post-Mao era. Most Chinese reporters have numerous tales about stories the
pitched that were ultimately shot down for lack of a positive message. Writers of downbeat stories ar
often asked to rewrite them with a more positive spin if they want their work to see the light of da
with the result that many Chinese papers often exude a surrealistic Pollyana-esque glow.
One former Xinhua reporter I talked with said his editors would often ask him to tone down h
stories if they sounded too liberal, or to remove facts that sounded too negative. Stories of disconte

in any form or about people who had died in conflicts were generally discouraged, he said, as we
taboo topics like crime and prostitution. The main mission was to show society in a positive ligh
Another reporter said that any rookie reporter writing in the 1960s, 1970s, and even into the 1980
quickly realized that the media were the “Party’s tongue and throat,” to quote a popular slogan coine
early on and still in use today. Reporting positive news is especially important during high-profi
events like the 2008 Beijing Olympics, the 2010 Shanghai World Expo, or just about any major Part
gathering—especially the annual National People’s Congress held every March.
A former reporter for China Central Television (CCTV), the country’s main national broadcaste
and one of the Communist Party’s main mouthpieces, described a particular experience that highligh
the extreme difficulties that reporters face in trying to tell a negative story. In that instance th
reporter traveled from Beijing to a village in eastern China’s Anhui province to visit a school fo
poverty-stricken children set up by a former law student. The school had previously received nation
media attention and was constantly being praised for its good work. But the purpose of his trip wasn
to write yet another feel-good story, but rather to explore allegations that the law student was also
pedophile who had sexually abused boys at his school.
Despite receiving the go-ahead from his editors, the reporter was discouraged before even leavin
by a local education minister in Anhui, who made it clear that this kind of report would tarnish th
school and all its good work. But the minister was powerless to stop the story since CCTV, as
national broadcaster and an official voice of the Communist Party, had the authority to pick an
choose its own stories without local interference. Undeterred by the local minister’s words, th
reporter traveled to the school to interview its founder and some alleged victims.
Things went relatively smoothly until the reporter returned to Beijing to produce his final story.
was then that the problems began. His first attempt at a story consisted of two parts, each 25 minute
long, set to air on a CCTV investigative news magazine show. That version got the green light from
his supervisor and was set to air the next day. But that evening, while the reporter and his assistan
were out celebrating, he received a call saying that the following day was China’s officiall
designated Teachers Day, and that it would be inappropriate to broadcast the story then. Later tha
night he got another call and learned that a more senior editor had seen the piece and thought it to
long and negative to be released—the first signs of major resistance to the story.
After a heavy round of cutting, which saw the piece trimmed by half to a single 25-minute segme
that included a toning down of the more negative elements, the story was again approved fo
broadcast. The reporter was out celebrating once again when he got another call, this time saying th
story was still too negative and asking him to add a few more positive elements. Ultimately he had
recast the story eight times and spent two months working on it. In the end, it was never eve
broadcast, costing him a big part of his salary in an industry where reporters are paid partly based o
the number of their pieces that are aired.
While negative news is generally discouraged, propaganda officials have begun to make a subt
distinction in the past decade between two kinds of such news, namely problems that can be solve
with relative ease and those that have no easy answer. One-off problems, such as a gas explosion or
coal mining disaster, have become relatively regular fodder in today’s Chinese media, as they are bot
sensational enough to appeal to broader audiences and acceptable to propaganda officials because the
don’t tend to dwell on deeper social issues. Some say that the 2003 outbreak of SARS (severe acu
respiratory syndrome) marked a watershed in allowing certain types of negative news because
disease of this sort, while negative and potentially devastating, didn’t reflect badly on the Party itse

or any of its policies. Such a problem was instead an act of nature in which the Party could actual
boost its public image by showcasing its efforts to fight the deadly disease and save lives.
Media are also allowed to report on select, more endemic, problems if such reports dovetail with th
government’s latest agenda. A good case in point is reporting on corruption, which has risen sharply
recent years. Seldom does a week go by without a report about an official in one province or anoth
detained for accepting bribes or for other corrupt acts. However, the reports nearly always involv
low-level officials, and the stories they tell fit neatly with the government’s narrative that the Party
heeding the call of a frustrated public by diligently weeding out the bad apples within its ranks. On
editor I spoke with noted that official sources like Xinhua or other major Party publications are near
always the ones to “break” news of official corruption cases, as smaller papers often lack th
resources and audacity to pursue such news. In such cases, the announcement by Xinhua or anoth
official source of an arrest is a signal to the broader media that they can report on the matter, usin
both the official accounts as well as accounts based on their own work.
Reporters have also been given free rein to discuss other, less-sensitive issues like pollution an
workplace accidents, as the government realizes that stories on these troublesome issues can advanc
its agenda of trying to stem these problems that have accompanied China’s rapid modernizatio
Barely a day goes by in most major cities without a report of a factory dumping illegal waste into
nearby waterway, or an explosion in a poorly run private coal mine that has left dozens of people dea
Such reports often lead local police, environmental, and other officials to spring into action, aga
helping the government to meet its objective of showing it is actively addressing these troublesom
issues.
One area that is becoming more open but still remains quite sensitive is economic and financi
news. After the global financial crisis of 2008 led to some of the worst inflation to hit the country i
recent years, many media were initially barred from reporting on the phenomenon to keep fro
exacerbating consumer discontent. The strategy seemed to be that by keeping big-picture inflatio
stories out of the media, consumers would assume the problem wasn’t so bad. But as inflation becam
too obvious to ignore, the blackout was lifted and stories on rising prices soon became a staple
many daily news reports. Even in this case, reports were often quick to point out the inflation wa
largely imported, created by loose monetary policies in the West. Thus, angry consumers could hardl
blame the Communist Party, which itself was a victim of irresponsible Western behavior.
Negative economic news is also permissible if given the right spin to teach people a proper lesso
that the Party wants to convey, such as the negative consequences of irrational consumer behavio
One such case occurred in the spring of 2011 after a huge earthquake hit northern Japan, causing
major radiation leak at a nuclear power plant. As concern started to grow about radioactive wate
dumped into the sea reaching China, word started to spread that iodine could ward off radiatio
poisoning and that salt was a readily available source of iodine. A huge run on salt followed, leavin
store shelves empty of all salt products after a wave of panic buying.
Seeking to halt the panic, China quickly mobilized the media to dispel the rumors by putting o
reports citing officials and scientists declaring that salt contained far too little iodine to counter th
effects of radiation, and that radiation poisoning from Japan was highly unlikely in any even
Reporters then went on a sort of witch hunt, most likely encouraged by central propaganda official
for people who had stocked up during the panic buying. One of those, a man from western China wh
had purchased 6.5 tons of the product at inflated black-market prices, only to discover he had spe
much of his life savings on something that was worthless to stop a threat that didn’t exist, became

national pariah overnight. The reports about the man were generally derisive, simultaneously warnin
and mocking anyone foolish enough to think that China was under threat from radiation, or that sa
could lower the risk.
Many reporters will say that financial news in general has become much less sensitive in rece
years, and that this is one of the few areas where the government has let the media adopt a mo
Western-style role of watchdog to help keep China’s freewheeling corporate world from becoming to
unruly. Before 2000, one reporter told me that bosses at big state-run companies would often compla
to local propaganda departments when newspapers carried unflattering stories about them, resulting
the customary “courtesy call” that nearly every editor in China has received from either a company o
propaganda official when one of his reporters wrote something politically incorrect. But nowaday
such complaints to propaganda departments often fall on deaf ears, as the Party allows the media
help police an increasingly affluent and powerful corporate sector. In one instance, the reporter sai
he wrote an article about the embarrassing failure of a merger between two state-run companies, an
received a call from an official at one of the firms berating him for his audacity and reminding him h
could have the reporter arrested. Later, the official’s superior called to apologize for the earlie
exchange, in a quiet acknowledgment that such reporting, if done responsibly and accurately, wa
acceptable.
In terms of the Party’s own agenda, the media have always been and remain a steadfast tool for th
government to show its people who is in charge. On the international front, most major dai
newspapers still feature prominent pictures and stories on their front and international pages any tim
a head of state visits China. Such reports seldom discuss what was said or done at those meeting
probably because very little of major substance occurred. Instead, these kinds of reports are designe
to show Chinese officials simply looking like leaders. Most Chinese readers will tell you they don
bother to look at such reports, but certainly the images of their top officials shaking hands with oth
global leaders must leave at least some kind of impression that, consciously or not, adds to th
credibility of these leaders.
The Party also uses the media to make its views known on international incidents that directly o
tangentially involve China, many of which will be discussed in more detail in the later chapters of th
book. Such use of the media can appear somewhat whimsical to the outside observer, with repor
suddenly changing tenor midway through the course of a story, or even disappearing from the med
altogether. One recent case occurred in 2010, when a former Filipino police officer took a bus full o
Hong Kong tourists hostage in Manila. The incident ended with eight of the hostages killed in
bungled rescue attempt by the Filipino authorities. Initial Chinese media reports on the incident we
largely indignant over the poor handling of the situation, creating friction in Sino-Philippine affai
that soon threatened to spiral out of control. Sensing this, propaganda officials stepped in and ordere
local papers to keep the tone of their stories in line with official foreign ministry statements, to repo
more positively on the rescue effort, and not to link the case with Sino-Philippine relations.
While most negative news is discouraged, other sensitive topics are explicitly off limits and a
never featured in the local media. These include most religious matters and conflicts between the Ha
Chinese majority and the country’s many ethnic minorities, as well as anything critical of China
human rights record. Another topic off the agenda is the Falun Gong spiritual movement, a broad
based, well-organized group that burst on the scene in the 1990s, and later was outlawed and deeme
an “evil cult.”
Another interesting case along these lines occurred during the Jasmine Revolution of early 201

also called the “Arab Spring,” which saw a series of uprisings destabilize and unseat longstandin
governments in the Middle East and North Africa, starting in Tunisia and then spreading as far an
wide as Egypt, Libya, and Syria. As the unrest spread, China’s leaders and propaganda officia
worried that the protests might inspire the same in their own country, and ordered a sudden ban in th
media on the use of many of the words related to the movement. In the weeks that followed, mo
news reports on the subject were outlawed, and “Egypt,” “Tunisia,” and other related words wer
expunged from most of the nation’s major news and social media web sites. All photos and video o
the protests were also banned, amid concerns that they might remind some of similar images fro
China’s own Tiananmen student movement of 1989, which ended in a bloody crackdown.
The only news about the Jasmine Revolution allowed were reports from Xinhua and other offici
outlets, which usually focused on China-related elements of the unrest, such as spotlighting how th
government was helping to evacuate Chinese nationals trapped in the region. When Egyptian Preside
Hosni Mubarak finally stepped down, the news got little play in the Chinese media. One editoria
playing to a broader fear of national civil unrest, even warned that China could plunge into chaos
the country wasn’t careful and tried to stage its own similar movement.

Changing with the Times

While certain elements have remained on the agenda in the Party’s more than six decades in powe
many other items have come and gone depending on who was running the show. The biggest divid
was between the Mao era from 1949 to 1976, and the post-Mao era that now accounts for more tha
half of Chinese history under Communist Party rule. Whereas the earlier period was filled wi
revolutionary messages as Mao and his Party consolidated power and set up their vision of a sociali
state, the post-Mao era has been characterized by greater pragmatism on the part of the Party, wit
messages aimed at demonstrating the government’s dedication to improving the lot of more than
billion Chinese through the adoption of a more market-oriented economy.
The early era saw the media singing the praises of the Communist Party and Mao Zedong. Durin
that time, when literacy and newspaper distribution were still low and TV nearly nonexistent, easy-to
remember slogans were often the most effective way of conveying the Party’s latest message to th
hundreds of millions of Chinese farmers who still lived in the countryside, and whose main access
the media came through loudspeaker systems set up throughout their villages, through radios playe
during meals at communal mess halls, and from newspapers posted on communal bulletin board
Each slogan was part of a broader campaign, and reporters often traveled to the countryside both
spread those messages and to report back on how campaigns were being carried out at the grassroo
level.
One reporter I talked to worked for a rural broadcaster in central China in the 1960s and early 1970
He recalled a series of slogans that typified the messages of the day, all employing simple concep
aimed at making the average rural Chinese understand and appreciate the Party’s efforts at building
more just socialist state. One, Nongye xue Dazhai, called on farmers to “learn agriculture fro
Dazhai,” a rural village in western Shanxi province set up as a model agricultural area. A companio
slogan, Gongye xue Daqing, called on factory workers to “learn industry from Daqing,” an oil-ric
area in northeastern Heilongjiang province. Two other popular slogans of the day were for everyone t
“Learn from the People’s Liberation Army” and “Engage in class struggle,” messages that wer
clearly close to Mao’s heart as he tried to push socialist reforms in cities and the countryside in th

early days, and to turn class struggle and worship of the nation’s military into pillars of the nation
consciousness.
In those days, reporters, many of them recruited from smaller villages and towns, were general
encouraged to travel back to their hometowns and other remote areas to report on the changes th
were happening in those places as Mao and the Communists sought to transform both agriculture an
industry. First drafts of all stories went through a heavy-handed editing process, which often include
the addition of language praising Mao, the Communists, and socialism. Typically the final stories bo
little or no resemblance to the original drafts.
The reporter I talked to recalled submitting one article with another reporter about the improvin
situation in an area inhabited by the Miao minority, where many young people were starting to get
basic education, a step up from the illiteracy and hand-to-mouth existence of the previous generation
Their story included references to the difficulties of life without education and culture. Thes
references were quickly cut by the editors for being too negative and not in keeping with the messag
from Mao, and replaced with language blasting the tyranny of the previous regime under th
Nationalists, whom the Communists had defeated in 1949 after a prolonged civil war.
In many instances from that era, the media engaged in outright lies, painting beautiful pictures o
how the latest Mao campaign had improved the life of millions of peasants when just the opposite wa
true. In one instance, villages all over China were set to literally digging away hills and knolls
create new farmland, in response to a tale popularized by the government about how people from on
village had literally moved a mountain to create new fields. During that campaign, one report
recalled how his office was inundated with heavily edited reports from village communes througho
the area on how they were digging up earth, specifying how many tons of dirt they had moved
create new fields. But when the spring rains came the following planting season and created a hug
muddy mess, no one wrote in telling of major disruptions caused by the ill-conceived policy, and th
media carried no reports on these events.
In the post-Mao era, the agenda shifted from a focus on class struggle, which had plunged th
country into a decade of chaos during the Cultural Revolution of 1966–1976, to an economic agend
of building a more market-oriented economy while maintaining the Party’s grip on power. Th
Chinese media began portraying China as a country of laws, as the Party sought to convince outsid
investors who were crucial to its economic development that they would be treated fairly and not b
subject to the whims of local officials. One reporter used the following metaphor to describe th
turning point: Before the shift at the beginning of the Reform era in 1979, the media were lik
someone tied to a chair and locked in a room—it didn’t matter whether the person was dead or aliv
After the shift, the media became more like someone still locked in the room, but no longer tied to th
chair. Suddenly he has a little freedom to do his job, though still within a highly restrictiv
environment. Whereas even the smallest things like socializing with foreigners had been strictly tabo
for reporters and raised suspicion in the period of class struggle, many of those things becam
acceptable in the newer climate.
During this time, especially in the early Reform era, reporters were still often assigned to wri
stories with messages that the government wanted to publicize. One reporter said he was onc
assigned to report a “story” in the early Reform era with the prewritten headline “China Sticks
Socialism.” In effect, the story was an unsubtle message telling both the Chinese people and the wor
that China was practicing market economics but was still sticking to the core socialist values that gav
the Communist Party its legitimacy.

The post-Mao Communist Party emphasis on economics was clearly demonstrated in the med
following the bloody government crackdown on a student movement at Tiananmen Square in 198
that called for democratic reforms. After the crackdown, which saw hundreds of people killed by tank
and troops advancing into the city, Party officials, using the media as their voice, went on their ow
assault to assure both domestic and foreign audiences that the country was still on an unstoppable roa
to economic reform, even if it had rejected the kind of political reform sought by the Tiananme
students. During this period, the media also went to great pains to carry a detailed “explanation” o
why the government had launched the crackdown. A host of catchphrases came into the media lexicon
calling the movement an “antigovernment rebellion” and saying it had been orchestrated by a sma
number of antigovernment “black hands” manipulating a well-intentioned general public.
Immediately after the crackdown, the media were also awash with comments from the handful o
stalwart Chinese allies who voiced support for the use of military force, saying it was understandab
and necessary. Nowhere was there mention of the far more numerous statements from other nation
condemning the crackdown. This tactic, whereby the media carry a carefully filtered selection o
standalone stories, each showing support from a different global leader, is commonly used by th
media to this day. In some cases the aim is to justify government actions like the Tiananme
crackdown, while in others the goal is to show indignation over acts like NATO’s accidental bombin
of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade during NATO’s bombing of Yugoslavia in 1999.
As economic achievements have become the message of the day, showcasing governmen
accomplishments has also moved to the center of the Party’s agenda, providing justification for i
continued leadership after the abandonment of its socialist agenda. In this more recent period, we se
a big increase in reporting on natural disasters such as earthquakes and floods, which provide stron
opportunities to show the government hard at work assisting and rescuing victims of such acts o
nature. A nonstop stream of articles and photos filled the national media after a huge earthquak
struck Sichuan province in 2008, leaving tens of thousands of people dead. And during a particularl
harsh drought in the spring of 2011, barely a day went by without mention in the media of how th
controversial Three Gorges Dam on the Yangtze River, built during the Reform era in the 1990s, ha
helped to alleviate suffering by releasing extra water into drought-stricken regions.
In recent years, China has also discovered that “big events,” most notably sporting events, are a
effective means of showcasing its new economic prosperity. Since the Beijing Olympics of 200
barely a year has gone by without China hosting one kind of major sporting event or another th
inevitably gets huge coverage from the domestic media, which report on every detail, from elaborate
choreographed opening ceremonies to the actual events and finally the equally elaborate closin
ceremonies. During such big events, all negative news is banned from the media.
During one such pageant, the Asian Games of October 2010, held in Guangzhou, a huge fire brok
out in an apartment building under renovation thousands of kilometers away in Shanghai, leavin
more than 50 people dead and exposing the broader issue of shoddy practices throughout China
construction industry. One reporter recalled how his publication was banned from carrying anythin
on the story besides the short, official Xinhua reports while the Asian Games were still in progress. I
that instance, his paper adopted a tactic that has become increasingly common among progressiv
media: that of using the Xinhua report as the foundation of the article, but then adding liberal amoun
of the paper’s own reporting. By taking this approach, papers have found they can get around bans o
reporting of certain negative stories, since anything from Xinhua is officially allowed to appear
local media. And by adding in their own reporting, which often goes beyond Xinhua’s mor
superficial treatment, they also give readers a more in-depth view of the issues.

Interestingly, times of political turbulence are among the few exceptions when control from th
center is jettisoned and most decision making happens locally in terms of what to report. The tw
most famous periods in that regard are the decade-long Cultural Revolution and the Tiananmen Squa
student movement of 1989. The former saw many newsrooms become camps divided between thos
loyal to Mao’s ideas preaching a return to class struggle and more moderate leaders, who advocated
less-radical approach and more focus on economic development, with different groups prevailing
different times and in different publications despite all the dogma that filled the media during thos
times. Despite the relative freedom to take sides, the media in this period were ironically large
devoid of real news, and instead were filled with vacuous slogans and editorials calling on people
follow the thinking of whatever camp had the upper hand at the time. During the Tiananmen Studen
Movement, the reporting became much more varied as the center again lost control, with many majo
newspapers sending reporters to Beijing to file their own stories—something that would have bee
unthinkable under normal circumstances when most media would simply use reports from eith
Xinhua or China Central Television.
On more local issues that fall off the central government’s radar screen, internal debates abou
government policymaking still take place, with the potential to produce bold and innovative reportin
One such case occurred in 2006, when Shanghai’s local Communist Party boss, a man named Che
Liangyu, and those around him came under fire for allegedly misspending city funds in a scandal th
eventually resulted in his ouster. Throughout the scandal, it was clear that a branch of the Part
probably with strong support from central leaders in Beijing, was trying to remove Chen and that n
one was in clear control. As a result, the media both in Shanghai and throughout China were relativel
free to write whatever they wanted about the situation. One Shanghai-based reporter recalled receivin
a steady string of scoops during that time from anti-Chen forces, and feeling confident enough
publish them despite the risk of backlash from Chen’s allies.
Agendas may come and go over the years, but at the end of the day the Communist Party really ha
one main goal that never changes: staying in power. Even top Chinese leaders are subject to this on
major tenet, and talk of plurality from them or anyone else is strictly banned from publicatio
Premier Wen Jiabao commented on the need for political reform in several high-profile speeche
during the closing years of his tenure from 2002 to 2012, which many took to refer to a strong
separation of the Communist Party from the government, perhaps even to allowing non-Par
members into top government posts. Yet despite wide coverage of his remarks in foreign media
domestic publications blacked out his comments under strict orders from central propaganda official
That blatant ban led 23 prominent leaders from across the political and cultural spectrum to sign a ra
open letter calling for an end to such censorship, which, ironically, was itself censored from a
domestic media. During a 2011 visit to the United States, President Hu Jintao’s remarks on China’
human rights record, made in response to a reporter’s question, met with a similar fate, receiving zer
coverage in the Chinese media, which otherwise provided nonstop coverage of the trip.
Clearly, when any leader or group wants to stay in power, it will tend to stifle any talk of politica
plurality or giving voice to dissenters, even when such talk comes from within the top echelons of i
own ranks. Viewed from this perspective, the vast majority of what appears in China’s media, both th
actual content and the packaging, all has a common aim. When there’s good news, it’s there to sho
off the Party’s accomplishments. When there’s bad news, it’s there to let the public know that th
problem is being tackled. On the broadest basis it’s all about using the media to show a picture of
China that may be less than perfect, but one that is still presenting its best face to both its own peop
and the rest of the world.
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